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The Foundations of the New Macy’s Experience
An overview of our innovation
Elegant, Hands-Free Shopping
The Macy’s Wearable is a powerful, intuitive, and delightful shopping experience.
Sifting through piles of clothing and congested racks is now a thing of the past. Using
Macy‘s Wearable, shoppers simply tap the
device to a nearby interface and select their
size. Rather than displaying large stocks of
inventory on the sales floor, items are organized and assembled in a backroom area. The
availability of sizes and styles are instantly
updated using RFID and on-rack interfaces.
After tapping their wearable, guests can allocate the item to their wishlist, the dressing
room, or speedtrack it directly to checkout.
Items are seemingly transported by magic to
the destination of their choice. Not only does
this make finding one‘s size a breeze, it frees
up the guests hands to interact with clothing
items, look up things on their phone, or hold
hands with a loved one.

Focusing Associates on the Guest
An automated inventory and delivery
system allows associates are free to focus on an incredible guest experience.

In our innovation, the role of the associate is
entirely directed at ensuring the best possible customer experience. Using the Associate
App- now equipped with a customer heat map
and wayfinding system- sales staff are able
to reach more guests than ever. Additionally,
with the personalized information received
from the wearable device, associates have
the power to build long-standing relationships with customers- greeting them by name,
recalling their recent visits, and receiving
alerts of returning customers that they have
interacted with in the past. Providing incredible customer service is a major component
of building loyalty and satisfaction. This innovation keeps that intention front and center at
all times.

A Cleaner, More Open Sales Floor
The showroom floor creates open space,
breathing life into the environment and
letting the products shine.
By moving excess inventory to the backroom,
displays and other touchpoints will be given
a platform to draw attention and wow guests.
On top of that, the new digital interfaces crea-
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te an opportunity to wholly customize the way
Macy‘s communicates with its diverse customer
base, allowing the personal messages demanded by today‘s consumer to shine though.

A Showstopping Dressing Room
Custom mixed reality environments and
social dressing rooms capitalize on the
space where most customers decide on
what to purchase.
Trying on clothing is part practical, part fantasy. Shoppers imagine themselves in a new look
with a new perspective. By augmenting the
environment within dressing rooms to fulfill
that fantasy, Macy‘s will not only attract more
customers to the store, but will be able to evoke
the powerful emotions central to purchasing
items.
For social shoppers, a visit to the mall is an
opportunity to meet their friends and mingle. With the new social dressing rooms, these
guests will be able to share their new looks
away from the crowds, bond with each other,
and even order food from the adjacent cafe.

The Customer Perspective
A walkthrough of the extraordinary New Macy’s experience
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The Wearable Shopping Experience
A vision for the future of retail
The Next Generation of Omnichannel
Wearable shopping offers guests the
ultimate comfort and convenience

At entrance, customer puts on a identifying
wearable that enables tap-to-shop

Customer finds an item she likes and taps
bracelet to beacon

With the New Macy‘s Wearable, guests can
shop for items without searching through
densely packed racks for their size or the right
style. With both hands free, they simply tap
their wrist on nearby displays, select their
size and style and their clothes are magically
transported to the dressing room or readied
for purchase. By syncing with the Macy‘s mobile app, the items on their wish lists can be
waiting for them to try on the moment they
arrive.

Key Takeaways
The delightfully simple shopping experience offered
by the New Macy’s Wearable is the future of retail.

On rack interface allows customer to
check availability, select size/color, and
send to dressing room

Customer opts to try on choices,
associate recieves items and shopper
info, greets her and walks to room.

To check out, customer taps bracelet to
kiosk, reviews, and makes her purchase.
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A Glimpse into the New Macy’s
A customer’s journey with the Macy’s Wearable
An Exceptional Shopping Trip from
Door-to-Door
Something to smile about the moment
you arrive, something to remember until
you return, and pure magic in between.
The New Macy‘s offers something delightful
and unique for shoppers of every type. At
every stage in the shopping process, guests
will delight in the personalization, comfort,
and convenience on offer. Tap-shopping,
immersive dressing rooms, personalized
greetings, stress-free checkout, and an elegant
showroom--style layout will make Macy‘s a
showstopping shopping destination.

Key Takeaways
The New Macy’s is more than just a wearable, it is a
transformative shopping experience at every stage.
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The Mobile Touch Experience
An alternative option for engaging the New Macy’s
Personal Choices for a Personal
Shopping Experience
Mobile Touch offers a different path in
order to accommodate shoppers of all
types

At entrance, customer receives personal greeting with
sales, offers, and associate availability

After browsing items, customer finds an item
she likes and taps phone to beacon on rack

Just like with clothing, there is no one-sizefits-all approach to the New Macy‘s experience. For shoppers that prefer not to use the
wearable, the Macy‘s app can be used instead.
Using this method, customers can even use
their purchase history or upload their size
preferences into their phone and the rack
displays will automatically select the item that
will meets their needs.

Key Takeaways
It’s all about options. Guests can use their mobile
device to access the same experience offered by the
wearable.

Mobile app allows customer to check
availability, select size/color, and send to
dressing room/checkout/wishlist.

Customer requests dressing room on
app, associate recieves items and
shopper info, greets her personally.

To check out, customer uses mobile
app, goes to checkout, reviews items,
and makes her purchase.
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The New Macy’s from a Different Angle
A customer’s journey with the Macy’s App
There’s More than One Way to Shop
at the New Macy’s
Using the Mobile App provides guests
with another path to the same incredible
experience.
For guests that prefer a different way to shop,
the Macy‘s App can be used in lieu of the
wearable. Rather than syncing the wearable to
their mobile device, these shoppers simply use
the Macy‘s app to interact with the store environment. Additionally, by building a list of
items online, guests can choose to have those
items waiting for them in the dressing room
to try on the moment they arrive.

Key Takeaways
The Macy’s App serves as an alternative way to enjoy
the store. Guests can also select items online rather
than browsing the aisles and then send them to the
dressing room.
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Transforming the Retail Environment
A look into the New Macy’s
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The New Store Layout
Re-designing the Macy’s retail space
Automation-Assisted Backroom
With access to every level, the backroom
wraps around the store perimeter in order to
deliver products throughout the store.

Centralized Checkout
Checkout moves from section-specific stations
to a central hub. Products assembled in the
backroom are connected via a stylish wall of
compartments that store assembled purchases.

Immersive Personal Dressing Rooms
Single location makes wayfinding and product
movement easier to manage.

Welcome Stations
Located at each entrance, associates personally greet customers, provide wearables, and
answer any other questions or concerns.

Social Dressing Rooms
Dressing rooms specially designed to accommodate groups of shoppers, where they can
eat/ drink, listen to music, and enjoy a oneof-a-kind shopping experience
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The Showroom Floor
An open, elegant sales area with space for touchpoints to shine
Moving Excess Inventory to the
Backroom
A showroom-style sales floor will alleviate many of the pain points for both
guests and associates
Having so many items on display leads to a
host of problems that bog down the Macy‘s
experience. Large quantities of clothing lead
to messy racks and tables of clothing which
deter purchases and hurt guest perceptions
of the products offered. Reorganizing these
displays significantly eats into an associate‘s
time to assist guests. These cluttered displays
also make it difficult for shoppers to determine if their size is available, often leading them
to need associate assistance just to check in
the back anyways. Constantly restocking these
zones means even less time to help guests or
more after-hours work. In the current layout,
exploring the diverse selection of products
offered at the store becomes frustrating and
tiresome as touchpoints are congested and
lack a targeted message. A showroom floor
will decongest the sales area and bring a
refreshing, open environment for guests to
browse and explore the store.
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On-Rack Interfaces for Tap-Shopping, Clear Sales Incentives, and Easy
to Update Touchpoints
Digitization will allow for a clearer, more
personal message that is easier to understand and maintain
On-Rack Interfaces will be installed with
sensing technology allow guests to quickly
identify if an item is available in their size or
order their size if it is not available. Beacons
located in these devices will make it possible to
display personalized sales incentives to reach a
more focused audience.
By sensing the preferences of the guests in the
area, digital displays will be able to quickly
change what they present in order to communicate/advertise relevant, targeted messages.
In a store the size of Macy‘s, personalization is
an important way to address specific customer
types to make them feel that the store aligns
with their unique image. Controlling these
displays digitally will also make them easier to
maintain and update.
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Dressing Rooms that ‘WOW’
Customizable environments and incredible convenience
Celebrating a Key Value Proposition
for Shopping In-Store
The ability to touch and try on clothing
is what brings most shoppers into the
store- Make it something special!
The convenience of shopping online is a major threat to the brick and mortar department
store. One of the most essential factors that
drives shoppers into the store is the ability
to touch and test the clothing they buy. Yet,
at the moment, there is nothing remarkable
about this part of the shopping experience.
Cramped, stiff, poorly lit stalls are still the
hallmark of dressing rooms at even the most
updated Macy‘s store. This location is where
most purchasing decisions are made- it should
be the highlight of their shopping experience.
Customers should see this area as a place that
makes them feel great about their clothing
selections. It should offer them something that
they cannot get at home or anywhere else.

Enchanting, Customizable Environments

to view their new clothes in a variety of contexts. With a variety of lighting options and
a library of digitally-displayed backgrounds,
the experience of trying on clothes becomes
transformative. It gives guests the chance to
visualize their new outfits in the space where
they plan or hope to wear it. Or, it can transport them to a world that gives them a new
identity or new persona. Most importantly, it‘s
fun and makes the guest feel great about what
they are wearing.

Order and Receive New Items Without Leaving the Room
Selecting the wrong size or color can be extremely frustrating. It can take a lot of time and
energy to find a replacement item. The new
dressing room solves that problem by allowing
guests to simply order new sizes/colors/styles
from the in-room interface. With the automatic delivery system, new items are quickly
sent directly to their dressing room closet.
Finding the right fit will stress-free, presenting
a powerful reason to shop at Macy‘s instead of
online or elsewhere.

In the New Macy‘s, Dressing Room Interfaces
allow guests to manipulate their environment
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The Social Dressing Room
A place to shop, dine, and spend time with friends
Shopping is Social

The Dressing Room as a Destination

Appealing to groups with an experience
designed for them is essential to bringing shoppers into the store.

Merging entertainment and comfort with
the excitement of shopping

Many shoppers come to the mall in groups,
hoping to browse through stores and make
purchases while spending time with one another. Yet, at the moment, there is little in the
Macy‘s experience (or those of other retailers)
that is conducive to this approach to shopping. In order to stay connected as a group,
individual shoppers often have to temper their
interests or move on from a compelling product. In order to try on clothes, groups must
split up into small, disconnected stalls or wait
in stiff chairs nearby as their friends get dressed. Appealing to these groups is an essential
part of bringing shoppers into the store. They
drive interest and visibility for the brand and
are loyal, frequent customers if provided the
right experience.
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In the New Macy‘s Social Dressing Rooms,
groups can spend time in a comfortable and
stylish private common area surrounded by
individual dressing room stalls for trying on
clothing. Groups can browse in the store or
use tablets located on the center table to have
items delivered via the automated inventory
system.
By designing these rooms next to an in-store
cafe or nearby restaurant, guests will be able to
order food/drink and have it delivered to their
room. Bluetooth connected speakers will give
guests the freedom to select their own music
and feel at home. The immersive environment
feature will also be available in the communal
area, providing an opportunity for having fun,
taking pictures with custom backgrounds, and
sharing their looks on social media.
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Centralized Checkout
A quick and easy way to pay that celebrates the purchase
Standardizing the Payment Process,
Making Pick Up a Breeze

Checkout Kiosks that Maintain a Personal Touch

Shifting from zone-specific checkout to
a central location and having everything
packaged when the guest arrives.

Simplicity and streamlining are important, but so is establishing a relationship
with guests

A centralized place to pay will both improve
wayfinding and allow for a more compact
inventory delivery system. Locating this area
near the backroom inventory and the dressing
rooms will keep delivery times to a minimum
and reduce costs.
Whether sent straight from the rack or from
the dressing room, items for purchase are
directed to a folding and packaging center to
be prepared for customer pick-up. For more
standard-sized items, it may be possible for
automated folding systems to facilitate this
process.
By the time a guest arrives at checkout, their
new purchase will be packaged and delivered to one of the compartments behind the
checkout center. In addition to serving as a
great convenience for guests, it will also assist
in streamlining transactions.

The process of purchasing begins by identifying your items with by tapping either the
wearable or a mobile device to the checkout
kiosk. After confirming the items are correct,
there are several ways to pay- standard modes
like credit card and cash or, if you‘ve connected a payment method to your mobile device,
the more convenient method of tapping your
phone or synced wearable to the kiosk again.
Upon payment, a checkout associate- who was
alerted to your presence by their associate app
the moment you first tapped the kiosk, will
personally deliver your items and thank you
by name for your purchase.
Instead of automating the entire process, a
personal hand-off of items lets the guest know
that they are individually valued and distinguishes buying in-store from buying online. The
importance of building personal connections
through gestures like this cannot be overstated.
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The Automation-Assisted Backroom
A delivery system and RFID-enabled inventory makes everything possible
Make Way for the Showroom

Streamlining Inventory

Moving inventory to the backroom with
an automated delivery system will provide next-level shopping convenience

RFID tags on clothing items will allow for
simpler, more accurate inventory maintenance and rapidly update availability.

Shifting inventory to the backroom will be
a significant change for Macy‘s, but it is the
basis for a truly outstanding new shopping
experience. Behind this change is a powerful new investment in automation. Grouping
the dressing rooms and checkout area near
the backroom will allow an automated product transportation system to offer a level of
convenience that will amaze shoppers and
revitalize the department store environment.
This delivery system will operate similarly to
networked system of conveyors, capable of
moving products from the backroom to the
dressing room and checkout areas. As customers navigate through the store, selecting
items with their wearable or mobile device,
their selections will be stored for rapid assembly. The moment a guest wants to checkout,
try on, or order new items, the system will
be able to quickly deliver these items to
their destination. This automation makes the
new Macy‘s shopping experience possible.

In combination with the data made available
from the wearable and mobile tapping system,
RFID tags will enable managers to manage
their inventory with greater accuracy, allowing
for more in demand items to be in place for
guests to purchase. RFID tags will allow the
backroom to track and locate items in order to
assemble baskets of items selected by guests.
In the dressing room, when guests select which
items they would like to purchase, order new
sizes/styles, or return items to the backroom,
RFID will make it possible to immediately update the inventory to make these items available for the next guest.
Additionally, using automated folding machines for certain items like pants, jeans, and
shirts will allow backroom associates to focus
their time on folding irregular items and supervising the assembly process.
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Building a More Complete Experience
Unique opportunties afforded by the Macy’s Wearable and digitization
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The Macy’s Wearable
The Wearable offers much more than Tap-Shopping
Creating Memories at Macy’s
Low-cost technology in the wearable
means guests can leave with a keepsake
of their experience.
Since the technology in the wearable is
relatively inexpensive, guests will be able to
take their wearables home after they shop. By
making the wearable something unique and
memorable, there will be a reason to hold on
to a reminder of the Macy‘s shopping experience. This creates a unique touchpoint that leave the store, build brand loyalty, and engage
customers to return to the store. By building a
bridge between visits and incentivizing shoppers to identify with the brand, Macy‘s will be
provided with a great opportunity to define
their new identity.

Unique Designs, Seasonal Offerings,
and Rewarding Loyalty Members

mous designers could be commissioned to create an assortment of designs that will inspire
shoppers to return often in hopes of collecting
new versions. Special occasions like the holidays, the introduction of new brands, and new
collections could be celebrated with different
wearable designs. Or, loyalty members could
be given special editions to thank them and
ensure continued loyalty by giving them a way
to differentiate themselves.

Brand Sponsorship and Advertising
A new way for brands to stand out from
the crowd
The wearable could also be used as a novel opportunity for brands to advertise their products
or special offers on their products. Involving
these stakeholders would offer a means of
sending a more direct message to shoppers and
would offset the costs of production.

There are a variety of ways to make the
wearable something special and collectible
The design of the wearable is something that
can be customized in a variety of ways. Fa-
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Powerful Data Gathering
Delivering exceptional service using new types of customer information
Building Stronger Connections

Style Guides and Preferences

By tracking shopping information about
guests, they will be given a more personalized experience

Using individual shopping habits to assemble personal style guides and preferences

Building strong relationships is the key to
bringing guests back into the store on a regular basis. When a guest returns to Macy‘s,
they will be greeted by name at the door using
their pre-existing data or mobile app. This
comfortable and personal greeting will be carried out at each major associate touchpointon the sales floor, the dressing room, and the
checkout area. Today‘s shopper demands an
experience that recognizes their individuality.
Greeting guests by name will provide a sense
of belonging and acknowledgment. Additionally, by tracking customer-associate interactions, guests will be able to be matched with
associates that they have positive, well-developed relationships with. This will allow
associates to build personal connections and
make guests feel special within the walls of
any Macy‘s they visit.

This innovation also brings one of the most
effective sales augmentation tactics of online
shopping into the store experience. As a shopper builds their personal preferences through
in-store and online interactions, personalized
style guides can be assembled. By offering
customers new sales, offerings, and items that
they are likely to enjoy, they will be given a
powerful tool to find new items and create a
smoother shopping experience.
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Smarter Decisions, Better Associates
Richer data will empower management
With the data available from beacons, wearables and interface interactions, management
will be able to learn more about the products
they sell, order and display. Areas that are not
engaging customers will be easier to detect. It
will also be easier to understand how guests
interact with the environment and with associates.
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Interfaces and Displays
A look into the technology that empowers the store experience
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Reaching from the Showroom to the Backroom
On-rack interfaces enable Tap-Shopping and communicate personalized messages
The Touchpoint for Tap-Shopping
An interface that allows for selecting
items, building outfits, displaying sales,
and showing the sizes/styles in stock.
By tapping their wearable or mobile device to
these interfaces- located adjacent to clothing
throughout the store- guests can assemble the
items they wish to try on, purchase, or add to
their wishlist. For guests that wish to build an
outfit around an item they really desire, they
can access an assortment of other items that
will look great with their selection. The ability
to offer similar or matching items creates a
powerful opportunity to augment sales.
Using beacon technology, tapping creates
a unique identifier so the selections can be
connected to a particular guest. Since they
are connected to the RFID-enabled inventory
network, the availability of sizes and colors
can be quickly updated and communicated to
guests, saving them the time and frustration
of searching through a stack of items for the
one they need. When not actively in use, they
can also be used to provide a clear display of
items that are on sale or other incentives.
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The Endless Aisle Comes to the Dressing Room
The ultimate convenience for trying on clothes
Finding the Right Fit is Just a Few
Taps Away
The dressing room interface lets guests
have new sizes, colors, and styles delivered directly to their dressing room.
It can be difficult to find the right fit with a
new item of clothing. Rather than returning to
the sales floor to search for a new size or waiting for an associate, guests can quickly order
a new item and it will be automatically delivered directly to their dressing room moments
later via the automated inventory system. The
dressing room interface serves as the window
to a new type of endless aisle- one that allows
guests to access the amazing selection that
Macy‘s has to offer without ever leaving the
comfort and privacy of their dressing room.

A Portal to Immersive Environments
This interface also serves as the control center
for the custom environments that guests can
select to view their clothes in a variety of
backgrounds and lighting conditions. These
new worlds give guests an opportunity to
visualize their outfits and fantasize about the
transformative effect of their new looks.
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Expanded Mobile Opportunities
Bringing new functionality to the Macy’s App
Mobile is Ubiquitous, Brand Differentiation is Essential
New features will push an industry standard into a league of its own
Mobile applications are already integral parts
of many retail experiences. Nevertheless, these
devices will continue to shape omnichannel
shopping and impact the retail environment
for years to come. In addition to using these
devices for Tap-Shopping, the New Macy‘s
will bring an assortment of unique features to
distinguish the brand‘s already well-developed
mobile platform.
• using the digital inventory system along
with personal wishlists and location data to
offer personalized sales updates and alerts
• allowing customers to quickly build baskets
of items that are sent directly to dressing
rooms
• tracking customer/associate interactions to
build longer-term relationships
• sending customer intercepts alerts to divert
potentially negative experiences
• opportunities for storytelling and displaying
product information when tap-shopping
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Helping Associates Connect with Customers
New ways to take advantage of the Associate App
Using Technology to Build Personal
Connections and Better Experiences
Associates currently utilize tablets to provide
a more fulfilling guest experience. In the New
Macy‘s it will be possible to turn these devices
into a significantly more powerful tool. Using
the unique identifiers in the wearable or mobile app, associates will be able to quickly learn a customer‘s preferences and find the best
associate to meet their needs. Using this same
technology, associates will be able to track
in-store customer ‚hotspots‘ where help is in
higher demand and travel to those areas to
assist, since checkout is no longer tied to confined sections. When a loyalty member returns
to the store, associates that have pre-existing
relationships with those individuals will be
alerted and given wayfinding information to
their location. And, of course, guests will also
be able to use any interface within the store or
their mobile device to request the help of an
associate, alleviating the frustration of having
to find one elsewhere in the store.
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Activating Organizational Change
A guide for transitioning to the New Macy’s experience
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The Plan Behind the Magic
A service blueprint for the New Macy’s experience
Enter

Shop

Try On

Purchase

Orientation Kiosk
Wearable Device
Mobile App
New Store Layout

‘Showroom’ Clothing Displays
On-Rack Interface
Wearable/Mobile App
Wearable Assistance Kiosk

Check-in Station
Custom Environment Dressing Room
Delivery System
Social Dressing Room

New Checkout Station
Ready-to Mail Return Bagging

STAGE
PHYSICAL
EVIDENCE

VISITOR
ACTIONS
Enter
Store

Access
Wearable and/
or
Mobile App

Welcome
Guests

Orient to
Process,
Provide
Wearable

Help Customers,
Offer Suggestions,
Augment Sales,
Build Relationships

Wearable,
Mobile App

Wearable and/or Mobile App,
Assistance Kiosks,
Responsive Ad/Sales
Screens

Browse Store,
Touch and
Test Items

Ask an
Associate for
Assistance

Select Items
to Try On,
Wishlist, or
Buy

Send Items to
Dressing
Room

Try On Items,
Use Custom
Environment

Select Items
and Send to
Checkout

Purchase
Items

Review
Purchase

Personally
Hand Off
Items, Thank
Guests

Dressing
Room
Interface

Mobile App,
Dressing
Room
Interface

Wearable,
Mobile App,
Checkout
Kiosk

Return Items to Distribution,
Fold and Hang Items

Fold and Bag
Items for
Purchase

Order New
Items/Sizes

Line of Interaction
ON STAGE
ASSOCIATES

ON STAGE
TECHNOLOGY

Prepare and
Gather Items

Wearable,
Mobile App
Rack Interface

Wearable,
Mobile App,
Rack Interface,
Kiosks

Oversee
Distribution,
Fold and
Restock Items

Check
Assembled
Items

Personally Hand Off Items,
Assist Guests,
Clean and Prep Dressing
Rooms

Projector,
Dressing
Room
Interface

Line of Visibility
BACK STAGE
ASSOCIATES

A Coordinated Effort
Building a complete system that exceeds
guest expectations at every stage.
Touchpoints, technology, and employees must
be working in harmony in order to deliver a
truly outstanding experience to guests. In this
map, we illustrate how our innovation is facilitated throughout the shopping process. Some
examples of these connections are:
• the automated backroom transports items
from place to place, while associates keep
tabs via the networked Associate App.
• associates receive alerts to intercept customers when they are unable to find their size
after tapping on a display or appear to be
leaving.
• RFID allows for inventory to update rapidly
as backroom facilitators oversee operations
• personalized greetings are offered when
returning guests arrive in the store, to the
dressing room, or at checkout.

Line of Internal
Interaction
BACK STAGE
TECHNOLOGY

Sensing Beacons,
Associate App

Sensing Beacons,
Associate App,
Computer Vision

Sensing
Beacons,
RFID Inventory

Sensing Beacons,
RFID Inventory,
Automated Distribution
System

RFID
Inventory,
Distribution
System,
Robo-Folding

RFID
Inventory,
Checkout
System
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Streamlined Operations, Empowered Employees
Activating change at the store level
Employee Roles - Current

Employee Tasks

Employee Roles - Innovation

Assisting Customers
Organizing Floor Items

Retail Associates

Restocking
Payment/Checkout

Retail Associates

Folding/Bagging

Dressing Room
Attendants

Re-Tagging Items

Dressing Room
Attendants

Dressing Room Assistance
Dressing Room Maintenance
Inventory Replacement

Expeditors

Automation

Macy’s Connect
Accessing Backroom Products

Retail Signage
and Pricing Teams

Checkout Attendants

Digital Support Staff

Checking/Updating Signage
Checking/Updating Pricing

Maintenance Staff

Cleaning

Maintenance Staff

Shipping/Recieving
Inventory Management

Wearable Attendants

Wearable Assistance/Orientatation
Welcoming Customers

Backroom Staff

Backroom Facilitation
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Leveraging Technology to Shine a
Spotlight on the Human Factor
Automating inventory and product
movement will allow employees to focus
on connecting with guests.
In today‘s store, associates and attendants are
required to divide their time between assisting
guests and general maintenance tasks like
folding, restocking, and organizing displays.
In the New Macy‘s, the showroom-style sales
floor and automated systems will liberate employees from those responsibilities, allowing
them to focus directly on providing the best
possible customer service.

Shifting to Accommodate Innovation
For other store employees, it will be important
to provide the necessary training to help them
adapt to the new store experience. As signage and pricing shifts from analog to digital
displays, employees will need to familiarize
themselves with the new digital systems that
perform this task. Changes to the sales floor
will allow some associates to transition to
working at Wearable Kiosks. Expeditors will
move to facilitating automated systems.
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Understanding the Impact of Change
Key stakeholder relationships, motivations, and challenges
CUSTOMERS

BRANDS

Motivations: Identity, Quality, Brand Loyalty,

Motivations: Growth, Building Loyalty, Visibility,

Challenges: Budget, Uncertainty, Competitors,

Challenges: Competition, Managing Perception,

Lifestyle, Value, Appearance

Sales, Appearance, Satisfaction

Time Constraints, Changing Values

Contracts, Floor Space

Unions

CORPORATE HQ

INNOVATION TEAMS

Motivations: Profitability, Shareholder Approval,

Motivations: Proposal Success, Client

Challenges: Competitors, Innovation, Market

Challenges: Company Culture, Implementation,

Growth, Customer Satisfatction

Relationships, Profitability, Growth

Constraints, Economic Conditions

Pre-Existing Issues, Cost Validation

Transport +
Delivery

Store
Maintenance

SHAREHOLDERS

Motivations: Profit, Wealth, Investment Security,

NEARBY STORES

Motivations: Growth, Associations, Image,

Stability, Market Capitalization

Customer Traffic, Visibility

Challenges: Investment Strategies, Ability to

Challenges: Uncertainty, Lack of Influence,

Influence, Uncertainty, Alternatives

Attracting Customers, Mall Health

Co-Located
Retailers

STORE MANAGERS

Motivations: ROI, Sales Growth, Metrics, Career
Growth, Status, Satisfaction

Challenges: Corporate Interest, Employee

Conflicts, Budgets, Infrastructure

Surrounding
Community

Store
Managers

Employees, Bargaining Strength

Challenges: Membership, Political Environment,

Limited Influence

Maintaining Members, Costs

Nearby
Stores

Corporate
HQ

Shareholders

Building Relationships

Brands

Challenges: Predicting Customer Tastes,

Approval, Promotion

SURROUNDING COMMUNITY

Systems
Provider

Motivations: Quality of Life, Public Perception,

CO-LOCATED RETAILERS
Recognition, Influence

Challenges: Corporate Interests, Lack of
Influence, Governance

Mall
Owners

Brick and
Mortar
Competitors

Motivations: Growth, Profit, Building/Maintaining
Relationships

Challenges: Tech Challenges, Transportation
Costs, New Innovations

TRANSPORT/DELIVERY

Motivations: Client Satisfaction, Goal

Motivations: Growth, Profit, Market Positioning,

Challenges: Competition, Pre-Existing

Challenges: Changes to Transportation Modes,

Acquisition, Metrics Performance
Problems, Value Proposition

Nothing happens in a vacuum. With more
than 700 stores across the United States, the
number of individuals, organizations, and
communities that are connected to Macy‘s is
immense. Acknowledging these interactions is
vital to understanding the considerations that
must be made when bringing an innovation
to market. By anticipating the impact that the
New Macy‘s will have on these stakeholders,
preparations can be made to align their interests with the new experience. The support of
major stakeholders like employees, shareholders, brands, and vendors will be vital to the
success of implementation.

SHIPPING COMPANY

Motivations: Sales Goals, Growth, Brand

SYSTEMS PROVIDERS

Considering the relationships between
Macy’s and its stakeholders is key to
activating change.

Community Wellbeing

Online
Competitors

Innovation
Teams

Constraints, High Turnover

Identity, Brand Associations

Relevance

Building Customer Relationships

Challenges: Manager Demands, Job

Challenges: Industry Competition, Brand

COMPETITORS

Motivations: Market Share, Growth, Profit,
Challenges: Market Saturation, Innovation,

Contracts, Moving Inventory

STORE MAINTENANCE

Uncertainty, Overhead

Motivations: Power/Influence, Representing

Customers

Challenges: Limited Control, Job Insecurity,

Motivations: Income, Satisfaction, Manager

Building Property Value

Challenges: Decline of Department Stores,

UNIONS

Performance, Sales Goals

VENDORS

Motivations: Growth, Profit, Location Health,

Shipping
Company

Sales
Associates

SALES ASSOCIATES

Motivations: Income, Satisfaction, Job

Motivations: Sales Goals, Growth, Promotion,

MALL OWNERS

Vendors

Macy’s Success has Implications for
a Large, Dynamic Network

Customer Satisfaction

Competitors, Transport Costs
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Changing Perspectives
A roadmap to preparing key stakeholders for the New Macy’s
New Roles, New Attitudes
Sales Associates
•
•
•
•
•

Shift to a more guest-centered approach
Understand dynamics of tap system
Spend more time building guest relationships
Explore and understand new associate app
Broaden knowledge base to have less restricted
movement throughout parts of store
• Some employees shift to Checkout Attendant role

Management
• Prepare to help orient potentially confused guests to
new system
• Bear possible bumps during implementation
• Adapt to new data-driven customer service
• Help transition employees to new structure

Shareholders
• Approve initial capital required to implement change
• Maintain resolve through early period implementation
issues

Vendors
• Provide more items to keep in backroom storage
• Reinterpret touchpoints and displays to fit with the
new Showroom style floor

Dressing Room Attendants
• Spend more time engaging guests
• Learn system to expedite automated delivery system
• Gain habit of addressing guests by name (when
applicable)
• Learn about guest preferences and how to deliver
service in Social Dressing Room
• Some employees to shift to Wearable Attendant Role

Retail Signage and Pricing Teams
• Learn new skills required to perform job digitally,
rather than manually.
• Less focus on cleaning and organizing, more focus on
consistency and updating

Customers
• Embrace change and experiment with new Macy’s
environment

Systems Providers
• Help manage and leverage new data provided by
innovation
• Incorporate innovation into existing systems, when
possible
• Gather and synthesize data to assist in providing
next-level customer service.

Expeditors
• Build knowledge and know-how needed to transition
role to Backroom supervision
• Less direct interfacing with other employees
• Learn how to troubleshoot automated system to avoid
small delays

Maintenance Staff
• With showroom style floor, spending less time
working on the floor and more time in the backroom
• Help backroom attendants manage automated
system

Corporate
• Support stores with funding and new staff that can
implement the innovation
• Prepare for resistance from traditionalist shareholders
and employees
• Help broadcast the new look and build enthusiasm for
the innovation
• Embrace new data-driven customer service approach

Innovation Teams
• Continue to push innovation forward by leveraging
new environment
• Look for ways to improve innovation
• Use data to build new approaches
• Look to gamification, custom incentives, social
experiences and more
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Getting ready for the future of department store shopping
Transformative change starts with changes at
the individual level. Stakeholders from across
the Macy‘s organization will need to realign
their mindsets in order to successfully realize
this bold vision. Store employees will see their
roles shift towards personal connections. Investments in automation and digitization will
require a significant investment and strong
conviction from corporate leaders. Careful
planning and a unified organization will ensure that customers are delighted by the new
Macy‘s experience.

Key Takeaways
The cummulative effect of smaller, more local
changes will empower Macy’s to realize a bold new
experience.
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